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Abstract 

We review B physics and the motivation for studying D decays, including 
CP>violating effects in the B meson system. 

Some History 

The story of B physics, or more properly the story of the 6 quark, began at Fermi lab 
ten yearn ago with the discovery of the upsilon resonance. By detecting the muon pairt 
produced in proton-nucleus collisions, the ditnuon mass spectrum shown in Figure 1 was 
observed. As indicated in the figure and in the original paper, the peak near an invariant 
mass of *M GcV is toe broad to be due to asingl? resonance, given th< resolution inherent 
ii- che spectrometer; The existei'.cfl of at least two narrow states, and more probably three, 
was pointed out. Later experiments' will; proton beams in fact were able to resolve the 
original peak into the T, T' and T", as show;, ii. Fiqurc 2, 

In the meantime, electron-positron experiments were .ihle to study the three narrow 
upsilon states in some detail. An example of the tremendous sla.i i'ical power combined 
with good energy resolution which is available is shown in Figure 3, where the Crystal 
Ball scan over the first T peak is displayed. Furthermore, not only do the firsi three 
T states themselves form a narrow and clean system to Study, but they decay into other 
narrow states. Figure •) shows Crystal Ball data on the radiative decay of the T' into 
Three xt states, which must have the opposite behavior under charge conjugation. The 
last year has seen the discovery of a second act of xt states lying in mass between the T' 
and T", as indicated in Figure b, taken from data of the CUSB collaboration. 

Thus there is a whole set of related resonances around 10 GeV in mass. We can 
understand their quantum numbers, masses and many other properties if they are 
composed of a spin 1/2 quark, the ft (or bottom or beauty) quark bound together with 
its corresponding antiquark, the I. Each would have a mass of about 5 GeV. The set of 
such bottomonium states that would be expected is shown In Figure 6, with a checkmark 
indicating those that are already found experimentally. 

All the states of bottomonium wc have discussed so far can decay via the strong 
or electromagnetic interaction either into a member of the bottomonium family or (by 
having the 1 and 5 quarks annihilate] into "o-less" matter. When we reach the T'" state, 
however, another process becomes kinem&tically available: dissociation {by the usual 
strong interactions) into two hadrons, one containing the b quark and the other the S. 
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Fif. 3. The T peak In «lectron-po«itron 
annihilation from Ref. 4. 
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Fig. 2. The dirouon mass spectrum 
with high resolution from It of. 2. 
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Fig. 4. Observation of the three xj 
states in radiative T' dctays from 
Ref. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Observation of the *i (titea in 
radiative Y" decays from Ref. 6. 
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Indeed, the dominant decay mode of the 
T{45) is 

T(4S)~>B8 , 

where the fl maom which are produced each 
have a mass of - 5.28 GeV and can he a 
fid = 6d or B* = Su bound sttte of a 1 
quark with a light d or u quark. The ex
tra constraint of knowing the energy of the 
B or B when one tunes an electron-positron 
colliding beam machine to operate on the 
T(45) has proven to be an invaluable tool 
up to now in reconstructing B mesons in 
exclusive modes. The present world supply 
of reconstructed fl's is shown* in Figures 7 
and 8, due to the CIXO and AKGUS detec
tors, respectively. At something like 100 to 
120 NfeV higher in mass we expect to find 
the state D, - 6*. 
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Fig. 6. The expected energy levels of 
the At system. Checkmarks indicate those t 0 

state* which are experimentally observed. 
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Fig. 7. fl rations reconstructed in cxclu- Fig. 6. B mesons reconstructed in exclu
sive modes at CLEO [from Itcf. 7). sive modes at ARGUS (from Rcf. 7). 



Weak Decays of B Mesons 

The lightest particles containing one b or b quark will be stable with respect to the 
ttTong and electromagnetic interactions. They can decay weakly, since emission of a IV" 
lakes one from the lower lo the upper components of the weak isospiii doublets: 

W i W t (i)i ' 
where the upper components arc chosen LO be the mass eigenstatcs tt,c and r, uid the 
essential complication that the weak and mass cigonstates are not the same n entirr.iy 
represented in terms of a matrix transformation operating on the lower components. U 
takes us from the mass eigcnstalcs (d, s and b) lo the weak eigenatatcs (J*, a' and 6'), 
and is represented by lh<? uiriiary (K-M) matrix: 

\*>\ = \ Vti V„ Vlb I j (1) 

As V is a 3 x 3 unitary matrix, it is specified by nine parameters. When we take into 
account thai each of the bix quark fields can be changed by a phase with no change in 
the physics, but that a common phase change of all quark field* would nut change the 
matrix V. we arc left with 9 — {C - I) = -i parameters. These can bu considered as three 
mixing angles and one phase, with a non-zero value of this phase inducing CP violation. 
More on this later. 

At the present time, the three angles and one phase of the three-generation K~M 
matrix arc limited by direct measurements of the "magnitudes" of the K-M matrix 
elements Vut,VaitVri,VcttVrll, and bounds on the magnitude of Vuf Thifl determines two 
of the angles (or combinations of the angles) fairly well, and bounds a third one. The 
key experimental restrictions can be stated as 

H'„l = 0.22! i 0.002 (Z) 

from strange particle decays, and 1 0 

\Vei\ = 0.046 ± 0.010 (3) 

from the It lifetime (see below), and 

0.07 < ]Vut/Vct\ < 0.23 , (4) 

where the upper hound comes from the absence of a signal for b •• u + tin in eemileptonic 
B decay and the lower bound from the ARGUS observation of exclusive baryonic U 
decays which invoke 6 -* u t du at the quark levol. 
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The small magnitude of |V u t/V,t| reflects the dominance of dcrny.s oT tlie b quark of 
the form b -» e 4- da. Typically, each of the exclusive hadronic decay channels which 
correspond to this process at the quark levtl has a branching ratio of a few times 10" 3 , 
rither than the few times ]0~ 2 for charm (see Table 1). There exists HOIDC fair theoretical 
understanding of their rough magnitude. For processes which involve 6 •• u at the quark 
level, the corresponding typical hadronic hrnnchiiiK ration or limits upon theid are at the 
few times 10~* level (see Table 2j. 

Table 1. Il-to-Charm Exclusive Decays (from Rcf. 7) 

Mode Event s % D r u n c h l u g R a t i o E x p e r i m e n t 

=«« bkR 

B' ~ $K- 2.9 0.1 0.00 ± 0.00 rt 0.02 
0.07 ± 0.01 

CI.KO 
A HC US 

0'A'" 0.22 1 0.17 A RC US 

lpK-ir*n- 0.11 tO.07 AHCUS 

Dax~ M.O 2.2 n j7iD.lfl-tO.il 
"•' '-o.i3-o.ns CI.KO 

D+*-*- 1.2 0.7 I, AT-) 0.41 Hit4 
U - ' J 0.13-O.OH CI.EO 

D'**-*- 2.7 1.0 u - " - O . H - 0 . 0 S CLEO 

7.0 3.0 0.5 ± 0.3 i 0.4 ARCUS 

£t* + 7 t - j t - « ° 2-1.0 Vi.a 5.0 -r l.S-r 3.0 AltC.Ufi 

B ' — 07? •" 4.5 o.h 0.11 1:0.19 t O.m ci.ro 
4.0 0.33 ± 0 . 1 8 AH cms 

D"*~ 4.3 0.2 n cri+O.M+0.11 CIXO 

D' + ir 5.3 0.3 n ^T *G.l'.uCi II 
u ""-o .n-o .n7 ci,i;o 

5.0 1 0 0.31 i 0 .16+ 0.12 A HCt'S 

D,+D; -: 2.H Aiteus 
D'*D', 1.0 t 2.0 A UGtlS 

Dan*n 4.8 1.2 ... 3.0 CLKO 

D*+ *-*'' «.o 4.0 1.8 1 O.fl 1 O.fl ARCUS 

D' + ir + it'*- C.G 4-4 •- fi.O C'i.KO 

27.0 12.0 3.H t I.I 1 l.K A IIC US 

e 
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Table 2. Exclusive B -* noncharm, nonlep tonic tworbody decays. Ninety percent 
confidence level upper limits on numbers of events and percent branching ratios 
(from Ref. 7). 

Noucharm, NonBtmuft* Moilri (b - " ) String* , Nenichirni Modes ( B —• l,p*ltfu<n 

Mode 1 Made ! Mode 1 j Mode 
B~ - 1 f s ° - E»(nli | % B' - E,.rnt.| % j B' -> E»inli % 

CLEC) 
T'JT" 1SS 0.23 W*K~ 6 0.03 R°T- 5 OOGH h - * + IS 0032 
P"T.- *y 0.02 P ± ^ 376 0.G1 R-'n- 7 G.U2G K-* + 2 0.070 

/)"<!! (1270}- s; 0.32 fi"P° 9 0.05 K-p° 10 0.020 RCP° 3 0.080 
p'a~ (1320)" 21 023 jr*fl, (1270)* 7 0 12 rV*<> 4 0.021 AV 4 017 

x*a, (1320)* 4 0.16 A—1 3 0.18 R-°p° 19 0.12 
P/ ' G 0.02 4 

22 
0047 
OSO 

ARGUS 
p°*~ 8 0.07 • + »•• 4 10.0-1 ff--r 0.10 R"l | 0.04 

All these decays fafI within an overall picture of & decays where the b quark decays 
through the usual four-fermion weak interaction with QCD corrections. In addition 
to changing (he strength or the usual four-fermion effective weak interaction, there »ro 
additional operators introduced by QCD. the "penguins." In bottom dpcay it is possible 
to have processes which are Kobsya-shi-Ma:.kawn (K-M) suppressed where "penguin" 
diagrams give rise l<? contributions comparable to, or maybe even larger than, those of 
ordinary tree level graphs. Figure 9 shows a possible example. The "penguin" diagram 
contributes mi effective llamiltonian density: 

* = %'ilv,t 1'* , , i ( , n * / , N ? ) ^ f - ™ ) * a v « (5) 

whereas the usual spectator diagram (aside from short-distance QCD correction factors, 
frt, which .ire vlose to unity) corresponds to 

V C'F V V 
-1 - , ' uf, > i 

v 2 
'n„(] • -liJfriVU - -»J)L (6) 

Q; v. 

l-'ifi. 0. "lYnguin" diagram and spectator 
diagram contributing to K-M suppressed 
decays of the Rd meson. 

The "iier.guin" loses to the spectator 
graph because of the (ct,/3tt} lii(m;/mj) 
that arises from having one loop and the 
presence of the gluon, hut it wins by at 
least a factor of 20 because of the K-M 
factor V'tl '̂ili which involves zero and one 
generation jumps, as compared to V^Vul, 
which involves two and one generation 
jumps, respectively. Depending in part 



on the matrix elements in particular processes, it could well be that tin.- spectator graph 
gives the lesser of the two contributions. Then, for example, in the decays B d - . K^-n' 
or B, —t <}>p the "penguin" contribution may be dominant, 

A large part of the chance of doing interesting D physics is due to two "surprises." 
First is the 4 lifetime. The dominant scmiteptonic decay t>r the 4 quark involves the t 
quark, as noted above. The decay rate T(t —• « P t ) can be easily related to that for mucin 
decay, G^ml/Win3: 

•*—J-w'g'fe) p) 
where 

F(A) = l - 8A a + flA6 - A" - 'MA^fiA W 
The phase space factor, ^*(A), which is unity for a masslcss final quark, I.E., F(0) = 1, 
drops off rather quickly, BO that J'(0.30) = 0.52, a value relevant approximately to the 
b ~> e transition. Given an inclusive scmileptonic branching ratio of — 12%, the whole 
question of the h lifetime boils down to the value of \Vcb\- Before the first measurement, 
there was a large range of possibilities, but the theoretical guestimatrs hovered in the 
neighborhood of several times I 0 " H seconds for rj. An "upper limit1* was about 10" l 3 

seconds. Sure enough, the 6 lifetime ha* turned out to be around 11T '* seconds. For the 
theorists this fact turned out to be not BO difficult to accommodate after all; the value of 
|VC(| was adjusted accordingly [see Eq. (3)]. For experimentalists it has meant that the 
japs or tracks between production and decay of hadrons containing a b quark are long 
enough to be susceptible to present vertex detector techmiloRy. 

The second "surprise^ concerns mixing. The 
^ _ ^ _ > d B°-B° mass matrix is 2<1, with thoon-diagonal 

elements equal and the off-diagonal elements sup
plied (in the standard mode!) by the liux diagram 
shown in Figure 10. Assuming CP conservation 
for the moment, the eigenstatcs an-

u,c,1v 

W 

Fig. 10. Box diagram contribut
ing an off-diagonal element tu 
the B ~ B mass matrix. The 
important (short-distance) con
tribution comes from <t t quarts 
in the loop. 

./'• «;,. - {W±frv\ 

with masses t/ij.a - ni ± \rr\yi • TiifnYorc, ilu 
lime dependence of a stnti> which Claris at f - U 
as a IT is. 

B°{t) - ,-•<«.+»•»)'/>,-"/» [ C O S ( ~ J ) ir + iain(~" l() 11" 0) 

whero we have assumed T\ « T 2 - T and set Am = mi - mi- The initial B~ o-iciilntcs to 
a 5° and then back again to a B" in a time 2T/ATTJ (or 2*I*/Aw in lifetime units). The 
question then is: What is i m / f ? Before the fact, a theoretical guestitnatv on the hic.li 
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end for (Am/r jp j = I J was — 0.2. This past year the ARGUS collaboration found 
xj = 0.73 ±0.18; the mixing time is not so different from the lifetime. For theorists 
this has meant an upward adjustment in the combination of a. hadronic matrix element, 
a K-M matrix element, and, most importantly, the value of mt. For experimentalists, 
this together with the b lifetime means that in some situations not only will B mesons 
live long enough to leave a measurable gap, but that in this time there is a nonnegligible 
chance that they will oscillate into the corresponding antiparticle state. 

Ra re D Decays 

The benchmark process in rare B decays is B —* A'(j£. In the standard model this 
decay proceeds through art "elctliDmaBnctic penguin" diagram and should OCCUT with a 
branching ratio of a few times 10~°. There does not seem to be any reason to expect 
important competition from long-range effects and this process should be a clean lest 
of one-loop effects in the standard model. The presence of a fourth generation could 
increase the branching ratio appreciably to perhaps a few limes I 0 _ s . 

The same basic one-loop diagram can lead to a real photon and result in the decay 
6 -r « + *f at the quark level, or B -* K' + ->, B —> K" + ~t, etc. at the hadron level. 
Here QCD corrections are absolutely critical; They change the GIM suppression in the 
amplitude from being in the form of a power law, {mf — mJJ/AJjy, to the softer form of 
a logarithm, In(rn*/mJ). This corresponds la an enhancement by one to two orders of 
magnitude over the rate expeded from the simplest one-loop elcctroweak graph. 
The inclusive process at the quark level, 6 -• s-j, should occur with a branching ratio of 
roughly 10~ 3: exclusive modes like B — K'i and B —• K "i arc estimated at 5 to 10% 

IB 
of this. Again, a fourth generation could enhance this rate by an order or magnitude 
OT so. The extension to a supcrsymmrtric woTld is more interesting. The obvious new 
diagrams come from putting the supcrsymmelric partners of the quarks and the IV in 
the loop of Ihc "electromagnetic penguin" diagram. Much more important, however, 
is the transition from a "penguin" to a "penguino," the "penguin" diagram involving a 
glutno and a squark. Because it involves strong interaction couplings rather than weak 
ones, it competes (and interferes) with the QCI) enhanced "electromagnetic penguin" 
and produces a branching ratio of order a few times 10" 3 . 

Turning away from onMoop processes, the decay B ' -* T" V, is predicted to occur at 
the level or a few limes 10" S . It would pci.nil the direct measurement of the parameter 
/fi, which is an ingredient of the theoretical expression for AMQ (which results in B - B 
mixing). 

Other potential rare decays that are commonly considered arc those that are forbidden 
in the standard model. !* Whereas most limits on llavor changing neutral currents involve 
Brst and second generation quarks and/or leptons, B — in and B -* Kftr involve 
flavor changing neutral currents which connect tliv second and third generations. Some 
attempts to understand the origin of generations of quarks and leptons and/or the size 
of the elements of the K-M matrix predirt the existence of these processes. For example, 
with horizontal gauge bosons it is possible to build a model where some of these processes 
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occur at the level of— 10~ s in branching ratio without contradicting l i s t ing experimental 
data. However, something below It) -* seems a more typical level at which to expect 
them, if they occur at all. 

C P Violation 

The standard model allows for CP violation in the form or a phase originating in the 
quark mixing matrix, the K-M matrix. When there are three generations of quarks 
and leptons, there is one CP-violating phase and any difference of rates between a given 
process and it» CP conjugate process has th« [brm 

I* - r oc coer. x sfstS3SfC)e2e3 , (10) 

where we employ for donniteness the original puramctritatuiii nf the m&tjiK in terms of 
three angles 0, with i = 1,2,3, plus a phase S and $f ~ sin &, .i t '-' sinfl, and c, - cmO, 
Our present experimental knowledge allows us to make the approximation; cities -s 1. 
which is good to an accuracy of a few percent. 

The combination of sines and cosines or K-M angles that occurs in Eq. (10) is manda
tory Tor a CP-violating cITect with three generations. It is precisely this combination of 
factors that occurs in the determinant of the commutator of iriais matrices introduced 
by Jarl.ikog, to formulate a general condition for CP violation, if licr basis-independent 
condition is restated in the K-M parametrizalion. We see explicitly from Eij, (10) that 
the presence of non-lero mixing for ail three generations is required in order to h u e 
a CP- violating effect. This is not surprising; we know that with only two generations 
there is no CP violation from the quark mixing matrix (all the potential phases cun he 
absorbed into the quark fields) and this is exactly the situation we would be in if we set 
one of the mixing angles to 0 or JT/2 and decoupled r>nc of the generations from the other 
two. 

When we form a CP-violating asymmetry we divide a dilftrence in rate;; by their sum: 

r - f 
Asymmetry = - — p (11) 

If we do this for K decay, the decay rates for the dominant hadronic and lepioiiic modes 
ill involve a factor of s], i.e., essentially the Cabibbo angle squared. \ Ol'-violatitin 
uymmetry will then have the general dependence on K-M factors; 

AsymmetryK D t c a v oc Wi&t . (12) 

The right-hand side is of order 1 0 - 3 (see the discussion below). This is both a theoretical 
ilus and an experimental minus. The theoretical good news is that CP-violating asym-
nctriex in the neutral K system are naturally at the ]0~ 3 level, in agreement with the 
ncasured value of \t\. The experimental bad news is that, no matter what the K decay 
irocess, it is always going to be at this level, and therefore difficult to get at experimett-
ally witti the precision necessary to sort out the standard model explanation of its ari^iti 
:om other explanations, 
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Note also that because CP violation must involve all three generations while the K 
has only first and second generation quarks in it {and its decay products only involve 
first generation quarks), CP-violating effects must come about through heavy quarks in 
loops. There is no CP violation arising from tree graphs alone. 

This is not the case in B decay (or B mixing and decay). First, the decay rate for 
the leading decays is very roughly proportional to s | , which happens to be much smaller 
than the corresponding quantity (s\) in K decay. But more importantly, we can look at 
decays which have rates that arc K-M suppressed by factors of (aiJjaa) 1 or {ajjs) 1, just 
lo choose two examples. By choosing particular decay motlea, it is then possible to have 
asymmetries which behave like 

Asymmetry^ D t c a y « *t • 113) 

With luck, this could be of order unity! Note, though, that we have to pay the price of 
CP violation somewhere. Thai price, the product ***2*j*f, is given in the CP-violating 
difference of rates in Eq. (10). The K-M factors either are found in the basic decay 
rate, resulting in a very small branching ratio, or they enter the asymmetry, which is 
than correspondingly small. This is a typical pattern: the rarer the decay, the bigger 
the potential asymmetry. The only escape from this pattern comes from outside of K-M 
factors: to find a decay mode where the coefficient of the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is 
large. A good example of this is provided by xj, which is bis because of the combination 
of the value of a hadronic matrix element, a K-M matrix element, and the value of wi|. 

Tiic fact that asymmetries in K and B decay can be different by orders of magnitude 
is pari and parcel of the origin of CP violation in the standard model. It "knows" 
about the quark muss matrices and can tell the difference between a b quark and an » 
quark. This is entirely different from what we expect in general from explanations of 
CP violation that come from very high mass scales, as in the superweak model or in 
left-right symmetric gauge theories. Then, all quark masses are negligible compared to 
ihr new, very high mass scale. Barring special provisions, there is no reason why such 
theories would distinguish one quark from another; we expect all CP-violating effects to 
be roughly of th<> same order, namely that already observed in the neutral K system. 

As the present year has procreded the standard model "explanation" of CP violation 
has looked bettor and better. In particular, there have been two important new experi
mental results for <'/'• First came the preliminary result from a teat run of the Fermilab 
experiment: 

t'/t =• 3 . 1 s J . 0 ± 2 . 0 x lCT3 , 

and then this past summer, the preliminary result from the CERN experiment 

i'/i = 3.5 ±0.7 ±0.4 ± 1.2 x 10 3 . 

Both experiments have the capability ofewntually decreasing both their statistical and 
systematic error bars below the 1 0 - 3 level. If t'/i — 3,5 x 1CT3, then CP-violating effects 
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from heavy quark loops is a likely interpret&tiL.n and, especially ir mt is large, the result 
is not Wildly different than expectations. It would seem that the wind is blowing in the 
direction of the standard model and the explanation of CP violation in terras of the K-M 
phase. 

CT Violation In B Decay 

The possibilities for observation of CP violation 'in B decays are much richer than 
for the neutral K system. The situation is even reversed, in that for the B syatem the 
variety and size of CP-viotating asymmetries in decay amplitudes far overshadows that 
in the mass matrix 

To start with the familiar, however, it is useful to consider the phenomenon of CP 
violation in the mass matrix of the neutral B system. Here, in analogy with the neutral 
K system, one defines a parameter tg. It is related to p and 9, the coefficients of ths fi° 
and A", leapecL'vvely, \n the combination which is & mass matrix eigcnslate by 

?= i ~tB 

The charge asymmetry in B'B* -* ^f* + X is Riven by*9 

g(B°£° - p t+ + x) - ff{B'BD — t r + x) = i ; i ' - l*l2 

o[BaD> - « + £ + + • A') +ff(fl<-fi"-.*-*- +AT) l*P + | * l ! l H ' 

i + iiris/Afu|» l ' 

where we define < B' | i / | f i° > = Mu - | r i 3 . The quantity [Afnl is measured in U - B 
mixing and we may estimate J*JJ by noting that it gets contributions from B" decay 
channel* which are common to both B" and B°, i.e., K-M suppressed decay modes. 
This causes the charge asymmetry for dilepiona most likely to be in the ballpark of a 
few times l O - 3 , and at best I0~ 3 . Far the foreseeable future, we might as well forei't it 
experimentally. 

Turning now to CP violation in decay amplitudes, in principle this can occur whenever 
there is more than one path to a comment final state. For example, let us consider decay 
to a CP cigenstate, f, like *I>K°. Since there is substantial B" - /}" mixing, one can 
consider two decay chains of an initial B" meson; 

D° - j?° / 

wheye / is a CP eigenstalc. The second path differs in its phase because of the mixing 
of B" — B°, and because the decay of a. B ijivolvcs the complex eonjiiKHte of the K-
M factors involved in B decay. The strong interactions, beine c t ' invariant, give the 
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same phases for the two paths. The amplitudes for these decay chains can interfere and 
generate non-zero asymmetries between T{B°(t) —» / ) and r(5°(() -* / ) . Specifically, 

V(B"(t) ••- f) - c~rt (1 - Hiti|Ar7i t)lm(?-p) J (l6o) 

and 

r(B"(t) - / ) - c~u f 1 + sin|Am t]Im(~p) J . (166) 

Here we have neglected any lifetime difference between the mass matrix eigenslates 
(thought to be very small) and set Am = mi — raj, the difference of the eigenstate 
masses, and p — A{D -» f)/A(B —* / ) , the ratio of the amplitudes, and we have used 
the fact that \p\ = 1 when / is a CP cigcnslatc in writing Eq. (II) . From this we can 
form the asymmetry: 

^CPVUitoti™ = f j ^ Y ( 5 | = B i i i l A m t ] / m ( H p ) . (17) 

In the particular case of decay to a CP cigenstate, the quantity / rn/ j / j l is given 
entirely by the K-M matrix, and is independent vi hadronic amplitudes. However, to 
measure the asymmetry experimentally, one must know if one starts -with an initial B" 
or B", i.e., one must "tag." 

We can also form asymmetries where the Una) state / ia not a CP eigenstate. Ex
amples are B j -* Dn compared to i?j -» bit; Bd —' bir compared to Bj -* Dtt; or 
B, — D*K~ compared to i ) , -* D, K *. These is a decided disadvantage here in 
theoretical interpretation, in thai the quantity J ' N ( ^ P ) is now dependent on hadron 
dynamics. 

It is instructive to look not just at the time-intcgrated asymmetry between rates for a, 
given decay process and its CP conjugate, but to follow the time dependence, as given 
in Eqs. (16a) and (16b). As a first example. Figures II , 12 and 13 show the time de
pendence for the process I -* Cud (solid curve) in comparison to that for b —• cud (dashed 
curve). At the hadion level this could be, for example, Bj -* £>"jr+ in comparison to 
Bd — DAi\~. The direct process is very much K- M ravored over that which is introduced 
through mixing, and hence the magnitude of the ratio of amplitudes, |p|, is very much 
greater than unity. Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the situation for A m / r = 0.2 (at the high 
end of theoretical prejudice before the ARGUS result for Bj mixing), A m / r = n/4 
(near the central value from ARGUS), and A m / r = 5 (roughly the minimum value 
expected for the B, in tin: three generation standard model, given the central value of 
ARGUS for Ifj). In none of these cases are the dashed and solid curves distinguishable 
within "experimental errors" in drawing the graphs. This is simply because \p\ is so large 
that even with "big" mixing the second path xo the same final state has a very small 
amplitude, and hence not much of an interference effect. 
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Fig. 11. The time dependence for the quark level process & —» euJ (solid 
curve) in comparison to that Tor b -» cud (dashed curve). At the hadron 
level this could be, for example, flj -• JD~JT + in comparison to l)j, -• D**~. 
A m / r = 0.2. 

\ \ 

,1-tOlimt j ' 

Fig. 12. Same as Figure 11, but with Fig. 13. Same as Figure U, but with 
A m / r = rjA. bmfY = 5. 

A much more interesting case is shown in Figures 14, IS and 16 Tor the time depen
dence at the quark level for the process h — ic& (solid curve) in comparison lo that for 
b ~• ccs (dashed curve). At the hadron level this could be, for example, lit in comparison 
to iJi decaying to the same, (CP self-conjugate) linal state, 0JV*, As discussed before, 
\p\ - 1 in this case. The advantages of havinc Am/T fur the Bj nyBtem as suggested 
by ARGUS (Figure 15) rather than previous theoretical estimates [Figure H) are very 
apparent. When we go to mixing parameters expected for the B\ system (figure Hi), 
the effects are truly spectacular. 

H 



Fig. 14. The time dependence for the quark level process S —» IcS (solid 
curve) in comparison to that for b -» ecs (dashed curve). At the hadron 
level this could be, for example, JBJ —• $K% [dashed curve) in comparison 
to Bi —* iWf, (solid curve). (The curves are interchanged for the il>K% final 
Mate because it is odd under CP.) i m / f = 0,2, 

"'{\ 

'\iy\ 
• • • • • • • . . . . , ! I t ' rnr j n "..• , •> , , , 

Fig. 15. Same as Fig'tre 14, but with Fig. 1G. Same as Figure 14, but with 
A m / r = ir/4. Affi/1' - 3. 

Figures 17, 18 and ID illustrate the opposite situation to that in Figures 11 to 13; 
mixing into a. big amplitude from a small one. We are explicitly comparing the quark 
level process b --* be J (solid curve) to b —* xied (dashed curve). At the hadron level this 
could be, for example, B& -» D+x~ in comparison to Hi -* D ~ J T + . The direct process 
is very much K-M suppressed compared to that which occurs Lhrougli mixing and hence 
the magnitude of the ratio of amplitudes, |/>|, is very much less than unity. Here we 
have an example where too much mixinp can be bad for you! As the mixing is increased 
(going from Figure 17 to 19), the admixed amplitude comes to completely dominate over 
the original amplitude, and their interference (leading to an asymmetry) becomes less 
important in comparison to the dominant term. 
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Fig. 17. The time dependence for the quark level process 5 -* Vc<l (solid 
curve) in comparison to that for 6 -» uld (dashed curve). At the hadrc-n 
level this could be, for example, Bd ~* D*TT~ in comparison to Hd -» t>~ir+. 
AmfT = 0.2. 

I\ 

Fig. IS. Same as Figure 17, but with 
A m / r ~ TT/4. 

Fig. 19. Same as Figure 17, but with 
Arn/r - 5. 

A more likely example of the situation for B, mixing is shown * in Figure 'i0[c). The 
oscillations are GO rapid that even with a very favorable difference in the time dependence 
for an initial B, versus an initial ft,, the lime integrated asymmetry is quite small 
Measurement of the time dependence becomes a necessity for CP violation studies 

A second path to the same final stale could arise in several other ways besides through 
mixing. For example, one could have two cascade decays that cud up with the same final 
state, such as: 

B7 - D°K- - K > ° K ' 

and 
B' - D°K~ - . K?ir°I<-
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Fig. 20. The time dependence for the quark level procus 6 -» Qui (dashed 
curve) in comparison to that for 6 —• tiHd {solid curve). At the hadron 
level this could be, for example, B, -» pKf (solid curve) in comparison to 
B, —> pK^ (dashed curve) (the curves are interchanged for the pK° final state 
because it is odd under CP) for values of (a) Am/T = L, (b) i m / r = 5, 
*nd (c) 4 m / r = 15. 

Another possibility is to hsve spectator and annihilation graphs contribute to the same 
process. Still another if to have spectator and "penijuin" diagrams interfere. This 
latter possibility is the analogue of the origin of the parameter i' in neutral K decay, but 
as discussed previously, there is no reason to generally expect a imaJI asymmetry here. 
Indeed, with a careful choice of the decay process, large CP-violating asymmetries are 
expected. 

Note that not only do these routes to obtaining a CP-violating asymmetry in decay 
rates not involve inbdnu, but they do not require one to know whether one started with a 
B or Bt i.e., they do not require "tagging." These decay modes »re in fact "self-tagging" 
in that the properties of the decay products (through their electric charges or flavor?} 
themselves fix the nature of the parent B or B. 

Even with potentially large asymmetries, the experimental task of detecting these 
effects is a monumental one. When the numbers for branching ratios, efficiencies, tte. 
are put in, it appears that 10T to 10 9 produced B mesons are required to end up with a 
significant asymmetry (say, 3<J), depending on the decay mode chosen. This is beyond 
the samples available today (of order a few times 10 s) or in the near future (~ 105). 
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The Outlook 

I look at the next several years as being analogous to reconnaissance before a battle: 
We arc looking for the right place and manner to attack CP violation in the 13 meson 
system. We need: 

• Information on branching ratios of "interesting7' modes down to the — 10" S level 
in branching ratio. For example, we would like to know the branching ratios for 
Bd -* nrlpp,Kir,il/K,DD + three body modes + . . . and for B, -* ^<j>,KR,DTr> 
pK,... 

m Accurate BB mixing data, first for B±, but especially verification of the predicted 
large mixing of U,. 

« A look at the "benchmark'" process of rare decays, B -* Ktifi. 
• Experience with triggering, secondary vertices, tertiary vertices, "tftfjgiiip" b vtrsus 

it, distinguishinc Bu from Bd, distinguishing Bj from R,, , . . 
• Various "engineering numbers" on cross sections, xp dependence, 11 ter«us ft pro

duction in hadronic collisions,. . . 
Many of these things are worthy, lesser goals in their own right, and may reveal their 

own "surprises." But the major goal is to observe CP violation. With all the possibilities, 
plus our past history of getting some "lucky breaks," over tin: ni-\t few years wc ought 
to be able to find some favorable modes and a workable trigger and detection strategy. 
While the actual observation of CP violation may well be five or more years away, this is 
a. subject whose time has come. 
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